Agreement Regarding Terms and Conditions for User Access to this Website ("Agreement")

1. Introduction
This Agreement is between you and Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation (NMAC) and its affiliates ("us" or "we"). This Agreement governs your use of this Website; NMAC Finance Account Manager (“NMAC Website”). Access to the NMAC Website is conditioned on your acceptance of this Agreement without change.

NMAC Finance Account Manager is the NMAC Website. If you have an eligible account, NMAC Finance Account Manager gives you online access to account information like payment histories and payoff quotes and allows you to access services like changing your address or connecting to a service to make a payment. Some of these services may not be available for some accounts.

You need to have an active NMAC retail installment contract or NMAC lease contract to use NMAC Finance Account Manager. NMAC Finance Account Manager may not be available for some active accounts. You will be told if your account is ineligible when you try to add it to NMAC Finance Account Manager. If your account becomes ineligible after you have added it, you will not be able to use NMAC Finance Account Manager for that account, while it is ineligible.

2. Federal E-SIGN Disclosure and Consent
Please read this Federal E-SIGN Disclosure and Consent carefully and keep a copy for your records. The following disclosures are required by the federal Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act ("E-SIGN"). These disclosures are provided in connection with any agreements or transactions you conduct electronically on this site.

Electronic Delivery of Disclosures and Notices
By clicking "Agree", you are consenting to receive disclosures, notices, privacy notices, billing statements, payment authorization disclosures, terms and conditions, and other documents and all changes and updates to these documents electronically. You agree to review each online billing statement and all disclosures, notices and other materials accompanying your online billing statements, promptly upon delivery to NMAC Website. You must provide at your own expense an Internet connected device that is compatible with this site at the time of access. Your device must meet the minimum requirements outlined below. You also confirm that your device will meet these specifications and requirements and will permit you to access and retain the disclosures and notices electronically each time you access and use this site.

You should use the print functionality on your device or PDF viewer to print and retain a copy of this document. For example, you should click on the PDF files or HTML links, select Print, select your printer and click on OK or select Save to retain a copy on your PC. You further understand that, if you are working on a public computer, you should not engage in online account activity.

Paper Delivery of Disclosures and Notices
You have the right to receive a paper copy of the disclosures, notices, terms and conditions, other documents, and any changes. To receive a paper copy at no charge, please call us at 800.456.6622 and speak to the Customer Service Representative or write to Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation, P.O. Box 660360 Dallas, TX 75266-0360, with your name and mailing address.
address. Be sure to state that you are requesting a copy of the disclosure, notice or agreement as applicable.

System Requirements to Access Information
To receive an electronic copy of the disclosures, notices, terms and conditions, other documents, and changes you must have the following equipment and software:

- A personal computer or other device which is capable of accessing the Internet. Your access to this page verifies that your system/device meets these requirements.
- An Internet web browser which is capable of supporting 128-bit SSL encrypted communications, which requires a minimum web browser version of either Microsoft® Internet Explorer version 8.0, Google Chrome, Firefox, or Safari, and your system or device must have 128-bit SSL encryption software. For mobile device technology, supported mobile platforms include Android version 4.1 to 4.4, IOS 7, or Windows 8. Your access to this page verifies that your browser and encryption software/device meet these requirements.
- You must have software which permits you to receive and access Portable Document Format or "PDF" files, such as Adobe® Acrobat Reader® version 8.0 and above.

System Requirements to Retain Information
To retain a copy of the disclosures, notices, terms and conditions, other documents, your device must have the ability to download and store PDF files. If you are able to open and review this document, your system is capable of opening a PDF file. By saving this document, you can test your ability to retain it.

Withdrawal of Electronic Acceptance of Disclosures and Notices
You can also contact us in any of the ways described above to withdraw your consent to receive any future disclosures, notices, terms and conditions, and other documents electronically.

Updating Electronic Contact Information
To update your electronic contact and information, please log on to www.nissanfinance.com and go to Profile.

Consent
By clicking "Agree", you consent to the electronic delivery of the disclosures, notices, privacy notices, billing statements, payment authorization disclosures, terms and conditions, other documents, and any future changes and updates to these documents. You also agree that we do not need to provide you with an additional paper (non-electronic) copy of the disclosures, notices, privacy notices, billing statements, payment authorization disclosures terms and conditions, and other documents, and any future changes, unless specifically requested.

3. No Warranties
We do not make any warranty, express or implied, with respect to the NMAC Website. We provide this site "AS IS" and "WITH ALL FAULTS." We disclaim all implied warranties, including merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. We make no guarantees or promise that the NMAC Website will be uninterrupted, available, secure or without mistake or error.

4. Limitation of liability and Acknowledgement of Risks
We will not be liable to you for lost profits or any special, incidental, or consequential damages related to the NMAC Website or this Agreement.

You understand that using the Internet involves certain risks including security breaches, transmission errors, and interruptions in service. You accept these risks when using this site.

Information sent by email may not be secure. If you request information by email, you consent to our responding by email if the law allows it. You accept the risk that a third party may intercept the information in emails. We may choose not to respond by email.
5. Information and Privacy
You agree that any information that you provide to us while using the NMAC Website is accurate and complete. You will update us with any changes to this information, if necessary. Any personal information you provide or NMAC collects related to your use of this Website will be handled as described in the privacy policies posted on this site.

We will ask you to pick a username and password when you register on NMAC Finance Account Manager. The password needs to be 6 to 15 characters that are different from your username. Keep your username and password safe. We may treat actions taken using your username and password as approved by you. Tell us right away if there is an unauthorized disclosure or inappropriate use of your username or password. You must tell us right away if you suspect that there is a security breach or fraudulent activity that has taken place on your account.

We will try to keep NMAC Finance Account Manager current. At times, this information may not always be accurate or current because of processing delays, or other reasons. The information is also subject to the limitations described on the NMAC Website. You agree that we may update or correct the information you obtain through the NMAC Finance Account Manager at any time.

If you send us emails, through this site or another email system, do not include your account number or other personally identifiable information such as driver’s license or social security number.

6. Email Address and Communication
When we send you emails related to your account, we will send those emails to the email address you have previously provided to us. If your email address changes or becomes disabled, you will notify us immediately by updating your email address on the My Profile section of the NMAC Website. You understand and agree we may send emails to an email address we have on file whether or not that address includes a designation for delivery to the attention of any particular person and whether or not anyone other than you is able to access and/or read emails sent to the designated email address.

7. Protect Your Personal Information
You will keep your NMAC Website Password (your "Password") and your security questions and answers (your "Security Questions") secret. You will tell us immediately if you believe there has been an unauthorized use of your Password, your Security Questions, or your Account. Please tell us by calling 800-456-NMAC (800-456-6622). We will not be responsible for any loss or damage you may suffer as a result of someone using your Password or Security Questions, whether with or without your permission or knowledge. If you give your Password or Security Questions to someone else or allow someone else to use your Account or your NMAC Website, you will be responsible for all actions taken by that person, including, without limitation, the scheduling of any payments or the updating or removal of any payments scheduled on your Account, even if that person exceeds your permission.

Also, do not send your account number or social security number to us through an email via the Contact Us feature on the NMAC Website. If additional information is required, we will contact you by telephone to discuss in more detail. NMAC will never ask for your account number or social security number by email.

8. Copyright and Trademarks
You agree to abide by the copyright on this NMAC Website. The Nissan names, logos, product names, feature names, and slogans are trademarks owned by or licensed to Nissan Motor Co. Ltd., Nissan North America, Inc. and/or Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation. ©2012 Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation. All rights reserved. Materials contained on this Website may not be used or reproduced without written permission from Nissan North America, Inc. and Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation.

9. Unlawful or Harmful Use of the NMAC Website
You will not use the NMAC Website in any way that is illegal, harmful to us, disrupts or impairs this site or interferes with others using this site. We have sole discretion to decide whether you have done any of these things.
You will not access or try to access password-protected, secure, or non-public areas of this site, if you do not have a legitimately issued password or our written permission.

10. Links
The NMAC Website may contain hypertext links to other websites that are not associated with Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation. We do not assume responsibility as to the accuracy, completeness or authenticities of these websites or their information. A link to another entity’s website should not be construed as our endorsement of that entity’s website, products, or services.

11. Other Agreements, Additional Terms, Notices, and Instructions
This Agreement does not supersede, affect or change any other agreements between you and us, including your NMAC lease agreement or NMAC retail installment contract. If any terms of this Agreement conflict with the terms of another agreement between you and us, then the terms of the other agreement control.

12. Changes to the NMAC Website and this Agreement
We may change this Agreement by posting a revised version of this Agreement on this page; posting additional terms elsewhere on the NMAC Website; or by any other method permitted by law.

You should regularly review this Agreement and the NMAC Website for changes or additional terms. If you use the NMAC Website after the effective date of any changes or additional terms, it means you agree to such changes or additional terms.

13. Restricting Access
We may suspend your access to all or any part of this site at any time and for any reason.

14. Applicable Law
United States federal law and state law apply to this Agreement, as may be reflected by your NMAC retail installment contract or NMAC lease agreement. If such contract or lease contains an arbitration clause, you agree that clause applies to this Agreement.

15. Invalid Agreement
If any part of this Agreement is invalid, all other parts stay valid.